
SERVICES PROVIDED TO MEMBER SCHOOLS

Fostering collaboration and 
building capacity in service 
of equitable educational 
opportunities for all students

Technical Assistance Time Saving Resources Professional Development

Curated onsite coaching for  
Special Education staff

Monthly newsletter featuring 
Washington and federal Special 
Education compliance updates, 
resources, and professional 
development opportunities

Annual Summer Institute for student 
support staff

Monthly regional IEP Labs Student Support Professional 
Learning Community

Monthly special education file  
review along with quarterly  
“deep dive” focused on  
WISM-specific audit areas

Regional Workshops in areas such  
as PBIS, Crisis Intervention, and 
Trauma-informed Education

Curated onsite trainings in areas  
such as Social/Emotional Learning, 
Autism 101, Accommodations 101

Monthly regional office hours Partnership in monitoring and 
meeting state and federal reporting, 
documentation, and compliance 
requirements

Registration for Washington  
state-wide workshops

Onsite and remote technical 
assistance for targeted supports

Onsite Universal Design for  
Learning trainings

On-call support and guidance E-Library of curated templates for 
data and service tracking

Onsite English Language  
Proficiency Standards and 
Linguistically Responsive 
Instructional Practices training

WISM Wizard: Guidance and 
support in navigating the Washington 
Integrated System of Measurement 
(WISM) process

Assistance in selecting contracted 
supports and service providers

Onsite Diversity, Equity, and  
Inclusion workshops

Online Compliance Training Platform, 
including SafeSchools trainings

TRUE MEASURE COLLABORATIVE   Want more information? Contact us at tmc@wacharters.org

Commitments of True Measure Collaborative Members 
As the True Measure Collaborative community, we commit to the following:
• Put students’ best interest first
• Institute school-wide inclusive practices
• Close opportunity gaps
• Develop meaningful family and community partnerships 
• Provide rigorous instruction beyond compliance

The True Measure Collaborative (TMC) serves as a full partner to member charter schools, offering robust, 
centralized expertise and supports that promote inclusive education. The TMC defines inclusive education as a 
school-wide approach that ensures assessments, curriculum, instruction, and learning environments are designed 
to meet the needs of every student. Inclusive education ensures that all students belong and are educated with 
their peers to the greatest extent possible in a learning community where they feel safe, supported, and challenged.

Centralized expertise and resources that build on and enhance the collective impact of our partner schools: 

“The true measure of  
a society can be found 
in how it treats its most 
vulnerable members.”

—GANDHI
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